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Untethered Microrobot Control in Fluidic Environment using Magnetic Gradients Karim Belharet, David Folio and Antoine Ferreira Abstract— Navigating in bodily fluids to perform targeted diagnosis and therapy has recently raised the problem of robust control of magnetic microrobots under real endovascular conditions. Various control approaches have been proposed in the literature but few of them have been experimentally validated. In this paper, we point out the problem of navigation controllability of magnetic microrobots in high viscous fluids and under pulsatile flow for endovascular applications. We consider the experimental navigation along a desired trajectory, in a simplified millimeter-sized arterial bifurcation, operating in fluids at the low-Reynolds-number regime where viscous drag significantly dominates over inertia. Different viscosity environments are tested (ranging from 100% water-to-100% glycerol) under a systolic pulsatile flow compatible with heart beating. The control performances in terms tracking, robustness and stability are then experimentally demonstrated.



I. INTRODUCTION Recent developments of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) make possible to fabricate untethered biomedical microrobots that can be injected intravenously to accomplish targeted drug delivery tasks. Benefiting from their small size and biocompatible properties, swimming microrobots are able to reach and function within regions that are unsuitable for traditional devices, which make them a good choice for controlled drug delivery microrobot. Most of swimming approaches consequently rely upon magnetic fields to wirelessly transmit power to the microrobot. This proofof-concept was first studied using electromagnets [1], [2] and superconducting magnets [3], [4] in phantom devices. Rapidly, magnetic manipulation of therapeutic ferromagnetic nanoparticles (magnetic drug delivery) has progressed from animal to human clinical trials for shallow targets. It is currently limited to static magnets as yet there is no active feedback control in this arena. Recently, magnetic microrobots have received a lot of attention since they are able to provide large motion forces and move in liquid environments with very low (less than one) Reynolds number environment (i.e., the ratio of inertial force to viscous force). Magnetic propulsion and steering for ferromagnetic microparticles, also has been employed [5] in which the magnetic force and torque of a microrobot were induced independently by Maxwell and Helmhotz coil fields [6], [7], [8]. Magnetic helical medical microrobots, inspired by the propulsion of bacterial flagella, are promising for use in open fluids for destroying kidney stones in real human body [5], or for surgery in ophtalmic procedures [9], [10]. Finally, magnetotactic bacteria actuated The authors are with the Laboratoire PRISME, Ecole Nationale Sup´erieure d’Ing´enieurs de Bourges, 88 Bld Lahitolle, F-18020 Bourges; France. E-mail: {karim.belharet, david.folio, antoine.ferreira}@ensi-bourges.fr



thanks to embedded or attached ferromagnetic material has been demonstrated [11]. All these contributions point out the problem of navigation controllability of magnetic microrobots in high viscous fluids and under pulsatile flow when experimental endovascular applications are considered. Recently, a new approach referred to as magnetic resonance navigation (MRN) has been proposed to steer and track in real time endovascular magnetic carriers in deep tissues to target areas of interest [12]. As it focuses on in-vivo feasibility studies of the microrobot pulling concept, developed model is linear [13] and in turn the synthesis of control laws relies on linear PID approaches. Other authors in [14] report instabilities and important oscillations around the equilibrium, especially when the blood stream is modeled as a pulsatile flow. The experiments figure out a lack of robustness to noise and unmodeled dynamics. To overcome these limitations, we analyze in this study a magnetic microrobot body navigating within a microfluidic chip under real physiological conditions. We consider the experimental navigation along a desired trajectory, in a simplified arterial bifurcation geometry, operating in fluids at the low-Reynolds-number regime where viscous drag significantly dominates over inertia. Different viscosity environments are tested (ranging from 100% water-to-100% glycerol) under a systolic pulsatile flow. We demonstrate experimentally that the generalized predictive controller (GPC), developed previously in [15], is sufficiently robust against nonlinear model uncertainties (e.g. drag force and viscosity), external perturbations (systolic pulsatile flow) and noisy trajectory tracking measurements. This paper is organized as follows. First, Section II introduces an experimental setup that is used to operate magnetic microrobots in microfluidic arterial bifurcations. Section 3 provides a short overview of the physics of control of a microrobot using generalized predictive control (GPC) strategy. Section 4 presents experiments to illustrate the efficiency and robustness of the predictive navigation control approach w.r.t. different viscous medium and systolic pulsatile flows. Finally, Section 5 discusses the advantages of the predictive navigation and some limitations related to the complexity of endovascular structure network. This paper is concluded in Section 6. II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A. Magnetic Setup The experimental setup used to generate the 3D controlled magnetic fields is shown in Fig. 2(a) and has been developed specifically for the experiments (AeonScientif icT M ,
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(b) Fig. 1. Overall experimental system setup: (A) Pair of coils; (B) Miniature Microscope; (C) Havard pump; (D) flowmeter; (E) LabView PC software; and (F) liquid tank;
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Fig. 2. (a) 3D Maxwell-Helmholtz coils setup and (b) Y-shaped microfluidic arterial bifurcation chip.



ETH Zurich) [16]. The system consists of three nested sets of Maxwell coils and one nested set of Helmholtz coils. Usually, Helmholtz and Maxwell pairs are combined coaxially such that the magnetic field and magnetic gradient field can be controlled independently in the center of the workspace [9], [17]. Such arrangement allows to generate a uniform magnetic gradient field pointing in x-,y-, and z-axis direction. Each set of Maxwell coils generates a magnetic field that is optimally uniform in the center of workspace, aligned with the axis of the coils, and varying linearly with the electrical current flowing through the wire. The three sets are arranged orthogonally such that the magnetic gradients vector can be aligned arbitrarily, with each Maxwell pair corresponding to one basis direction of the field vector. Magnetic gradient forces will thus be exerted on the magnetic microrobot that is inside the Y-channel of the microfluidic chip, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Homogeneous magnetic flux densities and gradients of up to 300 mT and



350 m · T−1 , respectively, can be generated in a workspace of 20 mm × 20 mm. The Helmholtz coils corresponds to the x-axis in order to magnetize ferromagnetic microrobots with low magnetization values. However, as the direction of the magnetic field and the magnetic gradient are dependent on each other, it means that the system is non-holonomic meaning that a non-spherical object cannot be steered in a controllable way. That is why we choose a spherical neodymium-iron-boron (neodymium magnet) as microrobot body (termed microrobot throughout the text). Each set of Helmholtz and Maxwell pairs are driven by PWM analog servodrives (Aeon Scientific) capable of 12 continuous current controlled by a computer through the Labview software interface. The system is set up on an CCD high-resolution miniature microscope camera (TIMM 400, TIMM) providing up to 26 mm×20 mm field of view. The motion of magnetic microrobot is measured by real-time processing the video images acquired by the microscope camera using Labview computer program with a submicrometer resolution. A robust tracking algorithm has been developed. B. Vascular bifurcation-like environment condition To mimic the endovascular navigation environment, we developed a microfluidic chip with a small vascular bifurcation configuration to reproduce real parent-daughter branching vessels (diameter: 2 mm, blood velocity: 20 mm · s−1 ) as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The liquid is pumped using a pulsatile blood pump (Harvard Apparatus) that mimics the blood flow in the human cardiovasculature system (non-Newtonian fluids such as blood and pulsatile flows), as shown in Fig. 1. Such pulsatile pump is able to generate a sinusoidal flow with negative values to imitate the arterial reflux. To prevent their suction by the pump, the microrobot is blocked in the microfluidic chip using two PVDF security microfilters. A bi-directional flowmeter is placed at the input of the microfluidic chip. Finally, different water/glycerol liquids mixtures are tested (viscosity variation) to simulate different human blood viscosities. A plastic tank is used to store the various mixtures of water and glycerol pumped, and also to retrieve the liquid leaving the vascular phantom. Table I summarizes the different experimental conditions. TABLE I E XPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS (at† T = 20°C).
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250 µm 7500 kg/m3 1.23 · 106 A/m 1000 µm 1000 kg/m3 10.05 · 10−4 Pa · s



density ρf,g 1260 kg/m3 viscosity ηg 1.41 Pa · s † The experiments are conducted at air conditioned.
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III. MAGNETIC MICROROBOT NAVIGATING IN VISCOUS MICROFLUIDIC ENVIRONMENT To ensure a robust and smooth conveyance of the microrobot to its destination it is necessary to drive its pose x



Fig. 4. Experimental pulsatile flow rate generated by the blood pump. (Qf,max = 0.167 L/s, Qf,mean = 0.0465 L/s, Qf,RMS = 0.0563 L/s)



Fig. 3.



Predictive navigation control (GPC scheme).



between a planned pathway P and the observation through a navigation control module. To our knowledge, most of feedback controller schemes designed in the scope of microrobotics facing drag are simple PID approaches [13]. In [18], the authors proposed to design a controller based on the backstepping approach that ensures Lyapunov stability. However, such control scheme could be regarded as low level controller, that is guaranteeing local stability. It is then difficult to overcome the relevant system constraint using only such robust control strategies. Therefore, to design our navigation control module we have considered predictive control strategies. Predictive control has become a significant research interest powered by a stream of successful industrial applications [19]. The key idea of predictive control schemes are to predict the behavior of the system over a given time horizon. From this prediction, a control is computed by minimizing a quadratic cost function. In particular, when focusing on linear discrete time transfer function models and quadratic cost functions, one of the best known approaches is the Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) introduced by Clarck et al. [20]. In GPC scheme design the system is usually modeled using the model Controlled Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving-Average (CARIMA), as illustrated in Fig. 3. This CARIMA system model is obtained from the state-space representation defined in [21]. The proposed GPC is then obtained by minimizing the following criterion: J{N,λ} =
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where yb(t+j) is the optimum predicted output of the system at time t + j, P(t+j) is the future reference, N > 0 define the size of the prediction horizon; and λ > 0 is the control weighting. Hence, a RST polynomial structure is added to determine a relation between the output y, the control signal u and the reference P (see Fig. 3). IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Fig. 1 shows the overall experimental setup used for the microrobot control in a microchannel (R =1000 µm) environment using magnetic gradients. In these experiments,



a spherical (r =250 µm) neodymium magnet was used as microrobot body. As previously presented, an endovascular system is reproduced using an Y-shaped vascular phantom to mimic a branching vessel. Several experiments were conducted with different mixtures of water and glycerol (see table II) to test our proposed predictive control strategy in different viscous mixtures. TABLE II AQUEOUS GLYCEROL SOLUTIONS (at T = 20°C). Glycerol (% weight) 50%‡ 80% 100% Density [ kg/m3 ] 1130 1208 1260 Viscosity [ Pa · s] 60 · 10−4 0.06 1.41 ‡ close to blood flow environment.



A. Experimentation protocol First, a dedicated labView control interafce is lunched, and the centerline reference path P is computed automatically using our developed algorithm [15]. In the same time, the Harvard pump is started to fill the pipes and the vascular phantom with different mixture of water/glycerol solutions (see experiments below). Especially, the volumetric flow rate Q is defined to simulate the human cardiovascular pulsatile flow as possible (eg., QHuman ≈ 0.06 L/s) as shown in Fig.4. After sitting the flow rate, the pump is paused and the microball is injected into the vascular phantom (in the region of interest) using a syringe. The GPC navigation scheme is then started, through the labView control interface, and then the electromagnetic actuation syst`eme is turned on. Finally, in the case of experiments with pulsatile flow, the pump is restarted. B. Static flow experiments The first experiments are conducted within a static flow to tune the set of parameters of the predictive controller. Fig .5(a) shows the impact of the prediction horizon N on the path tracking error for different aqueous glycerol mixtures (see Tab. II). It should be noticed that the overall path tracking error is satisfactory as the average position error remains close to the centerline P. The prediction horizons N > 10 do not provide significant contribution, whereas increasing the prediction horizons increase the computational time. One can see that the distance to the pipe wall δ is globally about 400 µm ensuring that the microrobot is never
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(b) (b) Fig. 5. Path tracking w.r.t. GPC horizon N , with water and 50%, 80% and 100% glycerol mixtures, within static flow. (a) Path tracking error and mean of the distance to vessel wall δ; (b) maximum generated ∇B.



Fig. 7. Path tracking w.r.t. GPC horizon N , with water and 50% and 80% glycerol mixtures, within pulsatile flow. (a) Path tracking error and mean of the distance to vessel wall δ; and (b) maximum generated ∇B.



Fig. 8. Path tracking with GPC horizon N = 10, and blood flow condition, with pulsatile flow. Fig. 6. Path tracking with GPC horizon N = 10, and blood flow condition, within static flow.



in contact with the vessel wall. Fig. 6 illustrates the case where the GPC prediction horizon is set to N = 10, and using a 50% water – 50% glycerol mixture, that is close to blood flow condition. C. Pulsatile flow experiments Experiments are also conducted considering pulsatile flow to validate the proposed predictive navigation control strategy. Fig.4 illustrates a sample record of such pulsatile flow. Fig. 7 depicts the overall tracking error ∆ for different the GPC horizon values N within an aqueous solution of 50% (in blue) and 80% (in green) of glycerol. As previously stated, increasing the prediction horizon increases the anticipatory behavior of the predictive navigation scheme. Comparing to the static flow experiments, one can see that the presence of the pulsatile flow, the amplitude value of the applied



gradients increases greatly Fig. 7(b)). It can be explained by the need to counterbalance the antagonistic pulsative flow during navigation. Fig. 8 shows the case where the N = 10 using a 50% water – 50% glycerol mixture. Once again, the experimental results illustrate that the controller remains robust even in the presence of pulsatile flow for different mixtures. V. DISCUSSION The experiments shows that the maximum computed magnetic gradient is below ||∇B|| < 350 mT (as depicted in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 7(b)), that leads to magnetic force ||Fm || < 30 µN. As the the microrobot navigate through the viscous flow, the flow exerts a drag force that is in the range of 100 µN (high viscosity: 100% glycerol) to 5 µN (low viscosity: 50% glycerol). Hence, the viscous liquid generated an important drag force as the velocity of the microsphere increased and this drag force reduced the abruptness of



Fig. 9. Tracking error (in µm) Path tracking with GPC horizon N = 10, and 50% water– 50% glycerol mixture



the motions of the microball. Therefore, the microdevice reached an uniform velocity and could be easily controlled as shown in the experiments. Thus, as magnetic forces used for propelling are volumetric, whereas the drag force is at best dependent on the microrobot’s area, the smaller the ball, the higher the required control forces with respect to hydrodynamic perturbations. Furthermore, the proposed predictive navigation strategy consider the Stoke’s linear drag force approximation . Classically, such approximation is mainly suitable for low Reynolds number (eg. Re  1). The GPC robustness against modeling error allows to overcome this condition, and our microdevice can follow the planned reference path efficiently. The main drawback of the predictive navigation approach remains on its anticipatory behavior observed when the time horizon N increase. Although, with too high prediction horizon, our microrobot tends to leave the reference path, increasing the tracking error ∆, it anticipates the bifurcation and goes efficiently in the right branch. Whereas with too low prediction horizon, the bifurcation effects [18] influence the microsphere behavior as illustrated in Fig .8. VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, a predictive navigation control of a magnetic microrobot navigating in microfluidic arteria has been developed at microscale, where centerline navigation path extraction and predictive controller have been designed. Several experiments have been conducted with different viscous condition and prediction horizon. Especially, the experimentation results illustrate the efficiency of the proposed GPC scheme, even in presence of pulsatile flow. Future extends will consider other experiments with varying microball and microchannel sizes. ACKNOWLEDGMENT The PhD student K. Belharet is supported by the NanoIRM project, founded by Region Centre and City of Bourges. R EFERENCES [1] G. Gillies, R. Ritter, W. Broaddus, M. Grady, M. Howard III, and R. McNeil, “Magnetic manipulation instrumentation for medical physics research,” Review of Scientific Instruments, vol. 65, p. 533, 1994. [2] T. Honda, K. Arai, K. Ishiyama et al., “Micro swimming mechanisms propelled by external magnetic fields,” IEEE Trans. Magn., vol. 32, no. 5, pp. 5085–5087, 1996.
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